Welcome to the latest edition of our newsletter!
We hope you will find it a lively resource that
complements the activities
of the Celtic Junction arts community.
Hop Tu Naa /Samhain 2013

Let’s Celebrate…Hop Tu Naa?
Sure, you’ve heard of Halloween. And most of you have heard of Samhain, certainly so
if you’ve been readers of this newsletter for any amount of time. But the Celtic world is
bigger than the Irish and this time, as the great circle of the year rolls through the
harvest time, it’s Hop Tu Naa, the Manx holiday, from that most compact, leastknown of Celtic lands.
The origin of the holiday’s name is
unclear—some speculate Hop Tu
Naa is a corruption of the Manx
language phrase Shogh ta’n Oie,
meaning ‘this is the night’—but what
is clear: it was the Isle of Man’s
celebration marking the end of
summer and the beginning of winter.
This holiday is still celebrated today.
People celebrated a fruitful harvest
and prepared for winter. Children with turnip lanterns in hand would go from house
to house singing Hop Tu Naa songs to be rewarded with apples, bonnag, herring and,
these days, with sweets or pennies. Hop Tu Naa was sometimes known as Thump the
Door or Cabbage Night because mischievous youngsters would bang on their
neighbors’ doors with cabbages or turnips on sticks.
Adults attended fairs for business and pleasure; land was leased out, rents were paid,
jobs sought-- along with general and festive hobnobbery, dancing and the eating of
seasonal gingerbread biscuits, called Hollantide Fairings.

In This Issue:
 Featured Artists: Legendary Band
Skara Brae Comes to the Junction
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O’Shea Irish Dance Steps It Out!
 Hop Tu Naa /Samhain Folk
Customs for Kids: Turnip Lantern
Carving
 Written Arts: Homage to Seamus
Heaney
 Celtic Cuisine: Manx Hollantide
Fairings (Celtic Ginger Cookies)

Events at the Junction:


Skara Brae in Concert, October
th
27 - Music starts at 7pm.
Advance tickets $18, $20 at door.
 IMDA Honors Lifelong
Contributions of Tom Dahill,
November 16 - Doors at 7pm. $5
 Hanneke Cassel & Mike Block,
November 29 - 7 pm 20$ at door
Ingenious treatments of pop
songs, classical crossover covers
and soulful compositions.
 The Beggar Boys: A Celtic Nativity,
December 6 - 7:30 pm $15 at
door. Retelling of the Christmas
Story via traditional and original
songs

Hop Tu Naa was also a time for divining. In one custom, just before going to bed the
ashes of a fire were smoothed out on the hearth to receive the imprint of a foot. Next
morning if the track pointed towards the door, someone in the house would die, but if
the footprint pointed inward, it indicated a birth. In another fortune-telling custom, a
We welcome your comments &
cake was made called Soddag Valloo or Dumb Cake, because it was made and eaten in
suggestions! Siobhán Dugan,
silence. Young women and girls mixed flour, eggs, eggshells, soot and salt and
Editor
kneaded it into dough that was baked in the hearth embers. When ready, the cake
was divided up and eaten in silence and, still without speaking, each who had eaten it
went to bed, walking backwards, hoping—and expecting— to see her future husband in a dream!
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Artist Focus: Skara Brae Comes to the Celtic Junction
Frubjous Day!
Fabulously lucky are Irish music lovers who live in the Twin
Cities, and a delightful instance of this is the upcoming concert
of Skara Brae at the Celtic Junction, among only five concerts
nationally. What’s the big deal? As Todd Mention puts it,
“Skara Brae is, simply, a source. Matchless singing, especially
the unique harmonies, is what set them apart, and one can
hear the beginnings of a major tributary of the larger tradition
which they embody. And the guitar work is groundbreaking,
wondrous.” Members of the group have gone on to form
some of the world's best-known and best-loved Irish bands,
including the Bothy Band, Altan, Bowhand, Trian, Touchstone,
Nightnoise, Relativity, Coolfin and T with the Maggies.

‘Brae Broth and Beginnings
The group consisted of three siblings, Maighread Ní
Dhomhnaill, Tríona Ní Dhomhnaill and Mícheál Ó Domhnaill
along with Dáithí Sproule. Though brought up in County
Meath, the Uí Dhomhnaill siblings had their roots in Rannafast
(Rann na Feirste), where their father’s family originated. Mícheál began to play with Dáithí, who hails from Derry, when
they went to University College Dublin in the late 1960s, and the sisters soon joined the band.
The Sixties were a hoppin’ scene in so many ways as previous, fixed ideas, not only about society, but also music were
challenged and shaken up. These were musical revolutions that influenced Skara Brae members. At home in Ireland
there were the Johnstons, known for their innovative close harmony; Emmet Spiceland, whose reverent version of
‘Mary From Dungloe was #1 in the Irish charts in 1968
and who played previously unheard of contemporary
arrangements of Irish classics and; Sweeney’s Men,
with a founding line up of 'Galway Joe' Dolan, Johnny
Moynihan and Andy Irvine, were moving away from a
heavy ballads trend then popular to focus on a rich
instrumental sound.
The radio brought sounds from around the world and
musicians in Ireland were tuned in. For Skara Brae
these disparate influences included Pentangle, Joan
Baez, Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell, the Beatles, Blues music
and even light opera played in their homes by the
Sweeney's Men original line up
older generation. As well, there was an emerging
interest among band members in the traditional music of Ireland, and in particular that of Irish Gaelic song— a natural
confluence, given they had first met in County Donegal’s Gaeltacht.
What emerged from this flavorful broth was something very special and new. Dáithí Sproule recalls, “To me, the biggest
thing really was that we were doing these old Irish songs that had never been arranged for anything, and there had
never really been use of keyboards in Irish traditional music the way Tríona was doing it. And there were almost no
interesting guitarists or good guitarists [in Irish music]. So, what we were doing was kind of revolutionary and modern.
And of course our harmony---nobody did that, and nobody has done it since. Harmony that completely is not part of the
tradition. The way I thought of how we did harmony was as strong, up front, with each voice as an equal instrument —
and we harmonized everything.”
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Little known today is that the band also did gigs playing plenty of
English language music—blues, jazz, covers of Beatle tunes and they
even had a bass guitarist in the line-up for a while. But it was the
exquisitely harmonized song in Irish Gaelic and beautiful new
arrangements of traditional Irish tunes that astonished the ears of all
comers, then as now. Their success culminated in the release of a
self-titled album from Gael-Linn Records in 1971, which has been
described one of the most important albums in its genre. The album
comprised twelve songs in Irish, including An Cailín Rua, Táim Breoite
Go Leor, Cad é Sin don Té Sin and the instrumental Angela. And
then… the band broke up.

Legacy
Although Skara Brae stopped performing in 1972, their recording has
continued to inspire successive waves of singers and musicians. Their
reunions in 1997 and 2005 were met with rapturous acclaim, and a
documentary on the band was aired on TG4, the Irish language television network, in 2005.
Daithi Sproule disputes the band has a left a visible mark on Irish music: “The funny thing is, people say it was a seminal
band, but in fact nobody followed us! Mícheál and Tríona were in the Bothy band, but they didn’t really use that Skara
Brae approach in their songs. In Tríona’s stuff, Maighread’s stuff, Mícheál’s —and mine—that’s just gone! What we do
now is more like a background blend. Musician Brian Miller, founder of the Traditional Singer’s Club in the Twin Cities
which is helping bring the band to town, respectfully disagrees. “It's common these days to hear Irish music lovers talk
about ‘the great bands from the 70s’ or for contemporary Irish music bands themselves to be going for a ‘sound
reminiscent of the groups from the 70s.’ Since my first Bothy Band CD got me hooked on Irish music as a teenager in
Bemidji, I have been a lover of the wonderful combination of innovation and sensitivity to tradition embodied by the
groups of that era. Skara Brae in many ways ushered in that exciting time. The group's sound was extremely influential
and its members went on to be part of some of the best recordings from those days. It's so exciting to have them
performing here in St. Paul!”
On that last note, both agree. Says Dáithí, “This will be the band’s first series of concerts since Mícheál's tragic death in
2006, and their first-ever US tour. Maighread and myself greatly enjoyed our concerts at the Celtic Junction the last
couple of years and are delighted to be joined by Tríona for this special occasion. Though we will miss Mícheál, I can
guarantee that you will be amazed at the power of Tríona and Maighread's music. We can't wait to sing some of those
Skara Brae songs for you on my home territory! We are very grateful to the Traditional Singers Club, the Irish Music and
Dance Association, and the Celtic Junction for making this concert possible!”

Legendary Irish band Skara Brae will perform at The Celtic Junction in St. Paul, MN on Sunday, October 27, 2013. Tickets
are $18 in advance and $20 at the door and the concert will start at 7 pm. For more information, contact
thecelticjunction.com/tickets, or call 651-528-7979.
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O’Shea Irish Dance Steps It Out!
A network of Irish dancers and their teachers span the globe, regularly meeting to compete, share knowledge and
enjoy this rich culture. Splashing onto this scene in the past few years is O’Shea Irish Dance, founded by Cormac and
Natalie O’Shea, whose dancers form a vital part of the Celtic Junction.

Focus on Excellence
“I suppose competition in Irish dance is natural to me, because it's the way I was raised” says Cormac O'Sé, O’Shea
Irish Dance (OID) Director, whose parents were directors of Dublin's renowned Scoil Rince uí She. “That said, there's
something about competition — it's hard to describe about why it works —it harnesses the kids internal drive to
excellence. It's a source of focus for quality in a finite, concrete way.” You could say it's like the Olympics; it creates a
measurement of who is the best.”
A recent New York Times article on the broader benefits of serious music training would seem to apply to serious
dance: “…training sharpens other qualities: collaboration. The ability to listen. A way of thinking that weaves
together disparate ideas. The power to focus on the present and the future simultaneously.” The young O’Shea
dancers I spoke to reflect this theme. While travel, new friends and enjoying the visuals of the competitive dance
scene came up variously, Sean Boyles, 14, and Amy Green, 16, agreed dancing taught them that focus and effort can
bring the unattainable to hand and how to work in a team. For Sean, dancing has made real for him the truism that
‘practice makes perfect’. Amy Green adds, “When you get it right, do well, it shows what you've accomplished. It's
something that helps me in other areas of life as well. If something seems too big, too overwhelming to learn, you
can break it into smaller, manageable parts instead of getting frustrated. That's not just for dance.” Team dancing
has another benefit. “As a solo dancer, you
don't get that awesome bond that can happen
when team dancing. In learning to dance as a
team, you have to pay attention, be mentally
in tune all the time,” Amy says, “Also, you have
kids with different abilities starting out as a
team, and you have to be patient and hope
that by the end, they'll get it right.”
Cormac agrees: “I think dance is good for kids
beyond the athleticism. While Irish dance may
be a rapidly evolving art form, it has consistent
values and kids are attracted to stability and
clear rules about how to succeed. That thrills
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kids. The drive comes from them, the guidance comes from me; that’s the only way it can work…this influences
other aspects of their lives, this determination and work ethic.” As well, for the few who go on to become
performers, the competition teaches them to excel and perform under pressure, as Cormac, a member of the
original cast of Riverdance can attest “A couple of shows we've put on, like Kickin’ It Irish , I don't get know how you
can hone your skills to that level but through competition.”

Competition Conduit
In the Irish dance world on this continent, the pathway to the top is via a regional qualifying competition, called
‘Oireachtas’ (Irish Gaelic word for gathering). In North America these regions are New England, Eastern (MidAtlantic), Mid-America (Midwest), Southern, Western United States, Eastern Canada, and Western Canada.
The atmosphere at an Oireachtas is charged with excitement as large numbers of dancers, their teachers and
families come together for days of high-level competition.

To do well at Regional level is not only an honor in itself, but qualifies a dancer to compete at the highest levels, the
North American Irish Dance Championships and the World Irish Dance Championship competition (Oireachtas Rince
na Cruinne), the Olympic level of this highly athletic art form. The dancing should express the Irish traditional music
that accompanies it, as well as showcase the iconic footwork that has captured the imagination of the world since
Riverdance splashed across our collective consciousness, the steps intricately airborne and muscularly percussive by
turns.
Dances, performed solo or in teams, should honor Irish heritage and embody knowledge of the traditional dances
with precision, creativity and beauty. Team dancers must do what the solo dancers can, and in addition, they must
demonstrate team skills. “I think of the little figures on a track in a beautiful old European clock,” explains Natalie
O’Shea, “They need to move in perfect synchronicity from the toenails up, with seven other dancers, like clockwork.
It really takes a great deal of time to train & perfect with a cast of eight characters, like synchronized swimming.
And because the age groups shift constantly, it is
something that has to catch on and spread from one
dancer to another.”

Achievements
“Last year we had a really good showing and this year
even better; at the Midwestern Oireachtas we had 9
dance teams and our mixed U15 [under 15 years old
dancers] won 1st place,” Natalie recalls, “That put us in
the mix with the top three schools of Chicago who have
clinched that title for years. For the National
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Championships in July, O’Shea Irish Dance took 33 kids for
teams to Anaheim, California and came away with placement
medals for every team. OID did very well in solo performance,
too. Natalie says, “We were thrilled that Liam Slattery won the
U16 Boys competition. We have a National Champion in
Minnesota! And Evan Lowe came in a close 2nd in the tough
U18 boys’ competition and has been our Regional Champion.
They have truly put us on the map.”

What's Next?
The Nationals are in Montréal in July and then the Regionals are
coming to Minneapolis for both 2014 & 2015! ‘Meet
Minneapolis’ is the state organization that put the bid in to get
this event to the Minneapolis Convention Center. It will bring
2500 competitors and over a million in revenue to the state
each of those years. Cormac is the Co-Chair of that Oireachtas
committee. “Our school is ramping up in light speed towards
this and I am excited to see where we will be in Dec 2015!!”,
says Natalie.
The competitive dancers in the O'Shea school are in the midst of
preparing for the 2013 Regionals, coming up Thanksgiving
weekend. Beyond that, those who qualify for the regionals and nationals will go on to the world championships in
London next April. This is the pentacle of the Irish dance competitive world. It requires a huge investment for
dancers and their families. “These kids, among others, rely heavily on sponsorship and fundraising to go to represent
MN in these major competitions. We are fundraising now — especially as we have hopes for several world qualifiers
and with that, at least one team to travel to London in April for the World Championships” says Natalie. If you
would like to help these athletic young artists realize their dreams, there is an O'Shea School of Irish Dance parents
and community support page where you can find information
about how to do so.

‘Open up the Rich Tradition of
Irish Dance to Our
Community’
Only a small proportion of Irish dancers are
engaged in competition at the highest
levels, and Cormac personally feels a need
to promote Irish dance beyond the elite:
"We have hard work ahead to focus on
the other 99%. I joined a committee of
the [Irish Dance] Commission related to
public relations that wants to create a
vision for promoting Irish dance more
broadly. For example, there are
bowling alleys in every town in North
America—can Irish dance become a
part of the culture like that?”
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Children’s Activity: Carved Celtic Turnip Head
Here is a fun, heritage version of what has become in North America pumpkin carving. The source is a Canadian
government website focused on the peoples of Canada, their cultures and related activities to involved kids in:
“In Ireland, people celebrated Hallowe'en long before the tradition became popular in North America. This festival was
called Samhain [or Hop Tu Naa on the Isle of Man. Just sayin’!-Editor] —a Celtic New Year. At Samhain, people
celebrated by carving turnip Jack-o'-lanterns. Irish immigrants brought the tradition with them to North America in the
1840s. Pumpkins were plentiful in the New World, and easy to carve, so eventually they were used instead of turnips.
Adult supervision needed as turnips are even harder to cut than pumpkins.”

Materials






turnip
marker
knife
spoon or melon baller
newspaper

Instructions

Step 4. Carefully
carve the face.

Step 1. Slice the top off
the turnip.

Step 2. Hollow out the
turnip, leaving a wall
about 1 cm (½ inch) thick.

Step 3. Draw your face
on the turnip. (If you like,
research Celtic art and
try a Celtic face.)

Step 5. Admire your Celtic
Samhain turnip head! (Keep your
turnip head fresh longer by
placing it in cold water if you're
not using it right away.)

Step 6. Under adult supervision,
turnip heads can be taken outside
and lit with tea lights or small
candles.
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The Written Word: Poetry of Seamus Heaney
The literary world mourns the recent death of Seamus Heaney , Irish poet, playwright, translator and lecturer, and the
recipient of the 1995 Nobel Prize in Literature. Born and raised in County Derry, Heaney is widely considered the most
important Irish poet since Yeats and one of the greatest poets of our age. Here are but two examples of his large body
of work; the first as a poet, the second as a translator.

The Harvest Bow by Seamus Heaney
As you plaited the harvest bow
You implicated the mellowed silence in you
In wheat that does not rust
But brightens as it tightens twist by twist
Into a knowable corona,
A throwaway love-knot of straw.
Hands that aged round ashplants and cane sticks
And lapped the spurs on a lifetime of game cocks
Harked to their gift and worked with fine intent
Until your fingers moved somnambulant:
I tell and finger it like braille,
Gleaning the unsaid off the palpable,
And if I spy into its golden loops
I see us walk between the railway slopes
Into an evening of long grass and midges,
Blue smoke straight up, old beds and ploughs in
hedges,
An auction notice on an outhouse wall-You with a harvest bow in your lapel,
Me with the fishing rod, already homesick
For the big lift of these evenings, as your stick
Whacking the tips off weeds and bushes
Beats out of time, and beats, but flushes
Nothing: that original townland
Still tongue-tied in the straw tied by your hand.
The end of art is peace
Could be the motto of this frail device
That I have pinned up on our deal dresser-Like a drawn snare
Slipped lately by the spirit of the corn
Yet burnished by its passage, and still warm.
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The Yellow Bittern
Translated by Seamus Heaney
(From An Bonnán Buí (at right) in the Irish of Cathal Buí Mac
Giolla Ghunna). Felicitously, there is a version of Skara Brae
singing a song based on the Irish version of the poem. The
Yellow Bittern bird had been extinct in Ireland some 150 years,
but has been sighted recently there.

Yellow bittern, there you are now,
Skin and bone on the frozen shore.
It wasn’t hunger but thirst for a mouthful
That left you foundered and me heartsore.
What odds is it now about Troy’s destruction
With you on the flagstones upside down,
Who never injured or hurt a creature
And preferred bog water to any wine?
Bittern, bittern, your end was awful,
Your perished skull there on the road,
You that would call me every morning
With your gargler’s song as you guzzled mud.
And that’s what’s ahead of your brother Cathal
(You know what they say about me and the stuff)
But they’ve got it wrong and the truth is simple:
A drop would have saved that croaker’s life.
I am saddened, bittern, and broken hearted
To find you in scrags in the rushy tufts,
And the big rats scampering down the rat paths
To wake your carcass and have their fun.
If you could have got word to me in time, bird,
That you were in trouble and craved a sup,
I’d have struck the fetters of those lough waters
And wet your thrapple with the blow I struck.
Your common birds do not concern me,
The blackbird, say, or the thrush or crane,
But the yellow bittern, my heartsome namesake
With my looks and locks, he’s the one I mourn.
Constantly he was drinking, drinking,
And by all accounts I’ve a name for it too,
But every drop I get I’ll sink it
For fear I might get my end from drouth.
The woman I love says to give it up now
Or else I’ll go to an early grave,
But I say no and keep resisting
For taking drink’s what prolongs your days.
You saw for yourself a while ago
What happened to the bird when its throat went dry;
So my friends and neighbours, let it flow:
You’ll be stood no rounds in eternity.

An Bonnán Buí
A bhonnán bhuí, is é mo léan do luí,
Is do chnámha sínte tar éis do ghrinn,
Is chan easba bidh ach díobháil dí
a d'fhág i do luí thú ar chúl do chinn.
Is measa liom féin ná scrios na Traoi
Tú bheith i do luí ar leaca lom',
Is nach ndearna tú díth ná dolaidh sa tír,
Is nárbh fhearra leat fíon ná uisce poll.
A bhonnáin álainn, is é mo mhíle crá thú,
Do chúl ar lár amuigh romham sa tslí,
Is gurbh iomaí lá a chluininn do ghrág
Ar an láib is tú ag ól na dí.
Is é an ní a deir cách le do dheartháir Cáthal,
Go bhfaighidh sé bás mar siúd, más fíor,
Ach ní hamhlaidh atá, siúd an préachán breá
Chuaigh in éag ar ball le díth na dí.
A bhonnáin óig, is é mo mhíle brón
Thú bheith sínte fuar i measc na dtom,
Is na luchaí móra ag triall chun do thórraimh,
Ag déanamh spóirt agus pléisiúir ann;
Is dá gcuirfeá scéala in am faoi mo dhéinse
Go raibh tú i ngéibhinn, nó i mbroid fá dheoch,
Do bhrisfinn béim duit ar an loch úd Bhéasaigh
A fhliuchfadh do bhéal is do chorp isteach.
Ní hiad bhur n-éanlaith atá mé ag éagnach,
An lon, an smaolach, nó an chorr ghlas,
Ach mo bhonnán buí, bhí lán de chroí,
Is gur chosúil liom féin é ina ghné is ina dhath.
Bhíodh sé go síoraí ag ól na dí,
Is deir na daoine go mbímse mar sin seal;
Níl aon deor dá bhfaighinn nach ligfinn síos,
Ar eagla go bhfaighinnse bás den tart.
Is é a d'iarr mo stór orm ligint den ól,
Nó nach mbeinnse beo ach seal beag gearr;
Ach dúirt mé léithi go dtug sí an bhréag,
Is gurbh fhaide mo shaolsa an deoch úd a fháil.
Nach bhfaiceann sibh éan an phíobáin réidh
A chuaigh in éag den tart ar ball;
Is a chomharsain chléibh, fliuchaíg bhur mbéal
Óir chan fhaigheann sibh braon i ndiaidh bhur mbáis.
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Celtic Cuisine: Manx Hollantide Fairings

Mentioned elsewhere was the strange formula associated with Hop Tu Naa for making the Soddag Valloo or Dumb
Cake with eggshells and ashes therein. Here is a tastier traditional Hop Tu Naa recipe, for a kind of ginger cookie
that was common at the autumn agricultural hiring fairs; hence the name.

Ingredients:
3oz. margarine or butter
2 tablespoons golden syrup
2oz. sugar
6oz. plain flour
1 ½ teaspoons ground ginger
½ teaspoon mixed spice
½ teaspoon bicarbonate of soda
A little water

Process:
 Melt the fat, syrup and sugar together in a saucepan over a low heat.
 Sieve the flour and spices into a bowl.
 Dissolve the bicarbonate of soda in a little water and add to the ingredients in the saucepan,
then mix it in with the dry ingredients to form dough.
 Cover the bowl and leave for at least one hour.
 Roll out thinly and cut into fancy patterns (traditionally men on horseback) using
a cardboard pattern.
 Bake in a moderate oven for about fifteen minutes.
 Once the biscuits are cool, decorate with lemon peel, icing and currants.

Recipe is from Isle of Man Department of Education and Children website.
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